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For more than 30 years Wiley X has been a global leader in the
protective eyewear market, supplying top of the line ballistic eyewear.
But what is the secret behind the ongoing success? Gun Trade World
speaks with the company’s EMEA Directors to find out.
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iley X EMEA has
been showing its
latest and greatest
for years at IWA
and 2019 is no exception. This year
the Danish based company will be
represented by two of its divisions
– The Tactical Division displaying
its military styles and its Outdoor
Division displaying the complete
hunting and shooting line.
Getting Tactical
“Our secret of having a successful
global brand is quite simple” says
Mr. Lars Rounborg Rasmussen,
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Director, Tactical & Law
Enforcement at Wiley X EMEA.
“Our main focus is that our
cooperators are having success.
The only way to accomplish that
is by our customers having success
when wearing Wiley X. If these
two important players aren’t
experiencing a success, our brand
would never have become what
it is today. Secondly, we never
compromise on the quality. More
than 10 years ago I put on my first
pair of Wiley X while serving and
the exact same pair is in my office
today still having a bite of camo

paint on them!
“We have listened to our
customer’s need of having a thin
and flexible temple system to glide
firmly along the head when ear
muff protection is worn at the
same time. With focus on not
compromising the protection level
neither of the eyewear and the ear
cup performance we came up with
the WX Comm Temple System,”
explains Lars.
The new and very thin Comm
Temple System offers the user a
comfortable solid fit when worn
together with ear protection and
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“Wiley X is the only
manufacturer in the world
that offers a complete eyewear
collection that meets or exceeds
ballistic standards.”

Thomas Wæver, EMEA vice president & outdoor director

communication devices. The Comm
Temples will keep the user focused
during a tactical operation. The thin
and flexible design provides a noticeable
comfort at any time.
Combined with the WX Comm
Temple System it provides the user
with the protection required when
moving fast and quickly in close combat
situations without compromising on
safety.
The WX Comm Temple System is
available in model WX Rogue Comm
and WX XL-1 Comm. WX Comm
Temple System is here to stay and will
be adapted to more Wiley X models in
the future.
The Great Outdoors
Thomas Wæver, the Wiley X EMEA
Vice President and Outdoor Director
picks up where Lars left, “Our success
in the hunting and shooting market
is based on different variables. One
being that Wiley X is the only eyewear
manufacturer in the world which offers
a complete hunting and shooting

eyewear collection meeting or exceeding
the ballistic standards. Wiley X will
never compromise, and neither should
you. Our promise is that we will
always push the boundaries for what
is possible when creating premium
ballistic hunting and shooting eyewear.
By consulting professional hunters,
world champion shooters, and Olympic
medal winners in clay shooting, we are
able to stay at the forefront of shooting
technology.
“We take everything that they say to
heart and refine our products until we
feel confident that what we create is top
of the line,” continues Thomas. “Our
latest WX style, the WX Detection, was
developed through unique partnerships
with these expert shooters.”
One of these expert shooters is
professional hunter Alberto Rizzini.
Alberto has been working with the
R&D team of Wiley X creating the
only hunting and shooting eyewear that
works perfectly no matter if you wear it
while hunting or when shooting clays.
“Almost five years ago I was asked

to share my thoughts and needs for the
ultimate hunting and shooting eyewear,”
Alberto tells Gun Trade World. “It
has been a long journey, but now we
are there. The WX Detection are cool,
extremely light and versatile and you get
five lenses to choose from. They are easy
to wear, the lenses are crystal clear, and
they provide me with all the technical
needs I have, such as anti-fog on the
inside of the lens, super quick changing
of the lens, a small an “unvisitable”
nosepiece and fully adjustable temples
and nosepiece. Last but not least they
meet all the international Ballistic
standards. I suppose the most protective
and versatile hunting eyewear has just
been produced. Thanks Wiley X for the
trust in the past seven years.” GTW
Where to find us
Wiley X EMEA is looking forward to
welcoming dealers and potential new
distributors at its stand, located in hall
7/303 for a full product presentation.
For further information please contact
Wiley X EMEA on the detials below.

Wiley X EMEA
+45 96 93 00 45
outdoor@wileyx.eu
www.wileyx.eu
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Wiley X USA
+1 925 583 9241
www.wileyx.com

